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Applying engaging, innovative design and fun, informative text, 100 Inventions That Made History

looks at the trailblazing inventions that have advanced technology and transformed the way we live,

as well as the gadgets and gizmos that we couldn't live without! Divided into five chapters â€” On the

Move, Getting Connected, Ordinary Things, For Better or Worse, and Culture Shock â€” all areas of

inventions are covered as well as showcasing the inspirational people who brought them to life.

From antibiotics to the atomic bomb, microscopes to the microwave, and wind turbines to the World

Wide Web, 100 Inventions That Made History is a discovery not to be missed. Supports the

Common Core State Standards.
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A few years ago I had the opportunity to review 100 People Who Made History and when 100

Inventions That Made History was available to review, I knew this would be a great book for our

family. This book presents in less that 130 pages the most incredible inventions and the stories

behind them. Whether it is an essential item or something that is just nice to have, I think it is always

fun to learn more on how things were made. I used to watch a television show titled How Things Are

Made and really enjoyed it. Every once in a while, the kids and I watch some of their episodes on

the net.The table of content is pretty detailed and you can discover with a simple glance what kind

of things the book covers. I took the liberty to list it here so you can determine if the book would be



interesting for your own kids.On the Move â€“ Discover how the wheel, caravel, submarine,

navigational novelties, steam engine, steam locomotive, electric motor, bicycle, elevator, car,

airplane, helicopter, rocket, and nuclear energy were invented.Getting Connected â€“ How to we

keep connected through life? By using one of the inventions created for this like the paper, the

printing press, the telegraph, braille, the phonograph, the telephone, the radio, anything that takes

pictures, the television, the transistor, the microprocessor, the computer, the satellite, the telescope,

the internet and the World Wide Web.At Your Convenience â€“ What are the things that are part of

our everyday life that you couldnâ€™t live without them? Not a clue?
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